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Novel morphology changes from
3D ordered macroporous structure
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Because vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) is the only oxide that shows both anodic and cathodic coloration
electrochromism, the reversible lithium ion insertion/extraction processes in V2O5 lead to not only
reversible optical parameter changes but also multicolor changes for esthetics. Because of the
outstanding electrochemical properties of V2O5 nanofibers, they show great potential to enhance
V2O5 electrochromism. However, the development and practical application of V2O5 nanofibers are
still lacking, because traditional preparation approaches have several drawbacks, such as multiple
processing steps, unsatisfactory electrical contact with the substrate, expensive equipment,
and rigorous experimental conditions. Herein, we first report a novel and convenient strategy to
prepare grass-like nanofiber-stacked V2O5 films by a simple annealing treatment of an amorphous,
three-dimensionally ordered macroporous vanadia film. The V2O5 nanofiber grassland exhibits
promising transmittance modulation, fast switching responses, and high color contrast because of
the outstanding electrochemical properties of V2O5 nanofibers as well as the high Li-ion diffusion
coefficients and good electrical contact with the substrate. Moreover, the morphology transformation
mechanism is investigated in detail.

Electrochromic (EC) materials are characterized by the ability to change their color or optical parameters reversibly and persistently when a voltage is applied across them1–5. EC devices, especially “smart
windows”, have attracted much attention in recent decades because of their promising potential to save
energy indoors by controlling solar light transmission through reversible transmittance modulation, as
well as the comfortable esthetics accompanying the color changes1–5. Because of the intrinsic layered
lattice anisotropy and the ability of the vanadium ion to change its oxidation state, V2O5 has shown
promising performance in EC applications6–8. It is the only oxide that can show both anodic and cathodic
coloration, and thus the reversible lithium ion insertion/extraction processes in V2O5 lead to not only
reversible changes in optical parameters but also multicolor changes for esthetics in the voltage range
of ± 1 V6–11. In vanadia EC, the switching speed is limited by the diffusion rate of Li ions during redox
reaction processes, while the optical modulation is limited by the number of intercalation sites8–10.
The relatively small surface area and long Li-ion diffusion distance of conventional flat EC films lead
them to exhibit low modulation and slow switching response10,12. In addition, the electric conductivity
(10−3 – 0−2 S/cm) and Li+ diffusion coefficient (10−13 – 10−12 cm2/s) of bulk V2O5 are both small, and thus
the Li-ion intercalation/removal processes are relatively slow13,14.
One-dimensional (1D) nanofibers have rapidly emerged as the most promising candidates for building films for EC devices15–23. The intrinsic advantages of nanofibers for Li-ion intercalation/removal
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and diffusion kinetics, such as large surface area, facile strain relaxation, and short Li-ion diffusion distance, can significantly enhance the EC performance of oxides20. In addition, compared with bulk V2O5,
single-crystal V2O5 nanofibers have a higher electric conductivity (ca. 0.5 S cm−1), which can significantly
accelerate the redox reaction kinetics24,25. Furthermore, nanofiber films usually have a porous structure,
resulting in interconnected voids for effective electrolyte penetration15–20. However, the development and
practical application of 1D nanofibers for EC devices are seriously restricted by the techniques used to
integrate nanofibers into films. One widely used technique that begins with hydrothermally prepared
nanofibers includes hydrothermal preparation, filtration of nanofibers into films and then transfer of
the films to transparent current collectors for subsequent testing or usage15–20. The multiple processing
steps are rather complex for the fabrication of a full EC device and usually lead to weak electrical contact between the filtered films and current collectors, resulting in unsatisfactory switching speeds15–20.
The vapor transport method21,22 and catalytic growth process23 could generate V2O5 nanowire arrays
or nanoribbon films directly on silicon substrates. However, these approaches usually require expensive equipment and rigorous experimental conditions, and the relatively high preparation temperature
(above 600 °C) prevents transparent current collectors from being suitable as alternative substrates to
some extent. Therefore, it is a great challenge to develop new techniques to build nanofiber V2O5 films
with enhanced EC performance.
Herein, we propose a novel and convenient strategy to prepare a grass-like nanofiber V2O5 film
as a high-performance EC electrode. In this strategy, the V2O5 nanofiber grassland directly on
indium-doped tin oxide substrate (ITO) was prepared by a simple annealing treatment of an amorphous
three-dimensionally ordered macroporous (3DOM) vanadia film. Because of its large surface area, short
Li-ion diffusion distance, high Li-ion chemical diffusion coefficient, and low charge-transfer resistance,
the V2O5 nanofiber grassland demonstrated high EC performance. In addition, the morphology transformation mechanism was investigated in detail.

Results and Discussion

The 3DOM vanadia films were prepared by anodic deposition of vanadia into polystyrene colloidal crystal templates (described in Methods). Because the nanostructure of the colloidal crystal was
replicated in the 3DOM vanadia film, the film exhibited a honeycomb-like structure throughout the
entire volume (Fig. 1a and S1). After annealing at 450 °C for 4 h at a rate of 1 °C min−1, the 3DOM
structure changed completely to a loosely packed nanofiber architecture, which consisted of nanofibers
with high length-to-diameter ratios, widths in the range of 40–200 nm, and lengths over 4 μ m (Fig. 1b).
Interconnected voids and pores formed between the loosely packed nanofibers increased the surface
area and were beneficial for electrolyte penetration. Moreover, the loosely packed nanofibers formed a
3D network, allowing fast Li-ion and electron transportation in a 3D manner. As shown in Fig. S2a, a
high-magnification scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image shows these nanofibers exhibited smooth
surface. Low-magnification SEM images taken of the film indicated that the entire 3DOM structure
was morphologically transformed to a grassland-like nanoarchitecture (Fig. 1c). The X-ray diffraction
(XRD) pattern of the as-grown nanofibers closely matched that of standard orthorhombic V2O5 (JCPDS
No. 41-1426 with lattice constants a =  1.151 Å, b =  0.3565 Å, and c =  0.4372 Å) (Fig. S2b). Clear lattice
fringes along the longitudinal direction of one nanofiber with an interval of approximately 0.218 nm
were observed, which corresponded to the d spacing of the (002) lattice planes of orthorhombic V2O5,
indicating that the nanofiber grows along the < 010> direction (Fig. 1d). The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern taken from the nanofiber showed regular diffraction spots and did not change
when the incident electron beam moved along the longitudinal direction of the nanofiber, confirming
its single-crystal nature (Fig. S2c). The area of the freestanding V2O5 nanofiber grassland depended only
on the area of the colloidal crystals; thus, the ease of preparation of large-area colloidal crystals suggests
that large-scale V2O5 nanofiber grassland samples are attainable.
It was interesting to find that an elongated nanofiber was composed of two sub-nanofibers attached
side-by-side (Fig. 1b, indicated by red arrows). This observation indicated that the coalescence of small
adjacent V2O5 nanorods could play an important role during the elongation growth process of nanofibers. To elucidate the effects of coalescence of adjacent nanosized V2O5 particles on the formation
of V2O5 nanofibers, the morphological and crystalline changes of 3DOM vanadia films annealed at
450 °C for 0.5 h, 2 h, and 5 h were investigated by SEM, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM).
As shown in Fig. 2a, after annealing for 0.5 h, the amorphous 3DOM nanostructure changed into a
3D architecture consisting of nanoparticles. A previous study showed that the surface of electrodeposited amorphous 3DOM vanadia had many V2O5·1.6H2O nuclei. Under thermal activation, these nuclei
released water molecules into V2O5 nanocrystallites. The coalescence of the nanocrystallites and the
induced crystallization between the V2O5 nanocrystallites and the amorphous vanadia caused the disintegration of the 3DOM structure and then morphological transformation into nanoparticles with an
amorphous coating layer26. Remarkably, many worm-like nanoparticle aggregations were observed. For
instance, aggregations formed by the attachment of at least three nanoparticles (marked as 1, 2, and 3)
and two nanoparticles (marked as 1 and 2) in a line were indicated in Fig. 2a. TEM and HRTEM were
used to further detect the crystallographic relationship of the adjacent nanoparticles in the aggregations.
Figure 2b shows three rod-like nanoparticles aggregated together with two nanoparticles standing in a
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Figure 1. (a) SEM image of amorphous 3DOM vanadia film. (b,c) SEM images of V2O5 nanofiber grassland
prepared by annealing of amorphous 3DOM vanadia film. The inset picture is a photograph of a real
grassland. (d) HRTEM image of the tip of a V2O5 nanofiber. The red arrows in (b) show that an elongated
nanofiber is composed of two sub-nanofibers attached side-by-side. The white arrow in (d) shows the
longitudinal direction of the nanofiber.

line. An HRTEM image of the interconnecting position clearly showed that the two adjacent nanoparticles standing in a line shared an almost common crystallographic orientation (the two nanocrystallites
marked as 1 and 3 in Fig. 2d). A common crystallographic orientation can lead to the easy coalescence
of two nanoparticles into an elongated nanorod27–30. In addition, the propensity for atom rearrangement
of the amorphous layer on the nanoparticles could increase the effectiveness of the coalescence26. Because
the nanoparticles were stacked in a 3D network, there must have been an enormous quantity of such
nanoparticle aggregations throughout the entire film, leading to the growth of elongated nanorods along
various directions. The crystalline lattice changes of the nanoparticle (marked as 2 in Fig. 2d) during the
annealing process will be discussed in the following section. It is also important to discuss the changes
in the crystallographic structure when two nanoparticles are in a parallel arrangement, because it is
closely related to the widening process of the nanorods. Figure 2c illustrates the situation when several
rod-like nanoparticles were in shoulder-to-shoulder manner. Clear atom rearrangement can be found at
the boundary of the two nanoparticles (marked as “A” in Fig. 2e). In addition, atom rearrangement also
occurred in the inner part of the nanoparticle where marked as “B” in Fig. 2e. Atom rearrangement can
eliminate grain boundaries and lattice defects to reduce the system energy. A clearer and larger HRTEM
image of Fig. 2e is shown in Fig. S3.
Figure 3a shows the SEM image of the 3DOM film annealed at 450 °C for 2 h. The elongated nanorods
along various directions confirmed the existence of enormous worm-like nanorod aggregations along
various directions in the early annealing stage (annealing time for 0.5 h) and the coalescence of nanorods
along the longitudinal direction. Furthermore, the widening of nanorods confirmed the coalescence of
nanorods along the transversal direction. In the high-magnification SEM image of this film (Fig. S4),
some nanofibers were decorated with small crystallites. Figure 3a shows an elongated nanorod consisting
of two parallel nanorods, and its integrated part had a perfect rod shape. HRTEM was used to investigate
the crystallographic relationship of the nanorods when they stacked shoulder to shoulder. As shown
in Fig. 3b, four nanorods were attached together shoulder to shoulder. These nanorods were strongly
attached to each other even after strong sonication for a long time during the TEM specimen preparation process, implying the strong interaction between these nanorods. The interfaces formed by the
stacking of four nanorods provided evidence of transversal coalescence for widening. Detailed HRTEM
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Figure 2. (a) SEM image of 3DOM vanadia film annealed at 450 °C for 0.5 h. (b) TEM image of three
nanoparticles attached together with two nanoparticles standing in a line. (c) TEM image of several
nanoparticles attached together in a shoulder-to-shoulder manner. (d) HRTEM image of the area indicated
by the red square in (b). (e) HRTEM image of the area indicated by the red square in (c). The green arrow
in (e) shows the crystal boundary.

observations shown in Fig. 3d (at “A”) and 3e (at “B”) demonstrated that the adjacent nanorods nearly
had a common crystallographic orientation. An overlap with a common crystallographic orientation is
consistent with previous reports of a so-called “oriented attachment” process that can effectively drive
adjacent nanorods into a single-crystal nanostructure, because it can substantially reduce the surface
energy27–30. This is the first time that an oriented attachment mechanism has been found in a solid-state
crystallite coalescence process. Figure S5 shows a nanorod with a single-crystal nanostructure formed by
overlapping two nanorods standing shoulder to shoulder, which confirmed the existence of an oriented
attachment mechanism during the annealing process. With the annealing time further increasing to 5 h,
nanobelts were observed (Fig. 3c). For instance, a nanobelt formed by the parallel attachment of at least
four nanorods was observed. The large number of nanobelts found indicates that the “oriented attachment” coalescence mechanism occurred throughout the film. Concomitantly, there was also a significant
increase in the length of the nanofibers with an increase in the annealing time from 2 h to 4 h or 5 h.
In addition, atom rearrangement between the crystal boundaries could increase the effectiveness of the
oriented attachment coalescence. Atom rearrangement also occurred when two crystallites were attached
at a wide interfacial angle. Oriented attachment cannot shape the crystallite labeled as “2” in Fig. 2d into
a single crystal with another two crystallites marked as “1” and “2” because of the wide interfacial angle.
However, an atom rearrangement process could occur to eliminate the grain boundary and reduce the
system energy. As shown in Fig. S6, a clear atom rearrangement process was found between two crystallites with a wide interfacial angle in the film annealed for 2 h. In addition, small crystallites decorating
the nanofibers (in the film annealed for 2 h) disappeared when the annealing time was increased to 4 h,
indicating that Ostwald ripening, referring to a process where larger particles grow at the expense of
smaller ones, also occurred during the growth process of the nanofibers31,32.
Based on the discussion above, it is reasonable to deduce that the elongation process of nanofibers is
also based on the coalescence of adjacent nanorods with similar crystallographic orientation and an atom
rearrangement process. During the coalescence of adjacent nanorods for elongation into a nanofiber, if
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Figure 3. (a) SEM image of 3DOM vanadia film annealed at 450 °C for 2 h. (b) TEM image of four
nanorods attached shoulder to shoulder taken from the sample annealed at 450 °C for 2 h. (c) SEM image of
3DOM vanadia film annealed at 450 °C for 5 h. (d) HRTEM image of the area indicated by red square “A”
in (b). (d) HRTEM image of the area indicated by red square “B” in (b). The green arrows in (d,e) show the
crystal boundary.

there were an apparent crystallographic orientation difference between the adjacent nanorods, the atoms
would not have sufficient time for rearrangement into the elongated nanofiber with a single-crystal nanostructure, and the nanofibers should be crooked. Therefore, a model for the synthesis of V2O5 nanofibers
from the amorphous 3DOM vanadia structure by annealing treatment is proposed (Fig. 4). The surface
charge and roughness of the colloidal spheres resulted in heterogeneous nucleation on the surfaces of the
colloidal spheres during electrodeposition, leading to the distribution of a large number of V2O5·1.6H2O
crystal nuclei on the surface of the amorphous 3DOM skeleton. Under thermal activation, V2O5·1.6H2O
nuclei on the surface of the 3DOM walls release water molecules into V2O5 nanocrystallites26. The coalescence of the nanocrystallites and the induced crystallization between the V2O5 nanocrystallites and
the amorphous vanadia causes the disintegration of the 3DOM structure and then growth of nanorods.
Because the nanorods are prepared from the 3DOM structure, many nanorods with a similar crystallographic orientation stand in a line, and some nanorods are in a parallel arrangement with a similar
crystallographic orientation (Fig. 4a–c). Under further thermal activation, the coalescence of adjacent
nanorods along a line leads to elongated nanofibers, while the coalescence of the adjacent nanorods in
a parallel arrangement widens the nanofibers. In addition, atom rearrangement and Ostwald ripening
also play important roles during the morphological transformation process (Fig. 4d). The crystal growth
process of V2O5 nanfibers from an amorphous 3DOM vanadium oxide film is the synergetic result of
atom rearrangement, Ostwald ripening, and oriented attachment mechanisms.
In view of the high electrochemical activity of nanofibers and the interconnected voids for effective electrolyte penetration, the V2O5 nanofiber grassland has great potential for EC properties. Under
potentials of + 1 V and − 1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), the architecture exhibited obvious transmittance modulation, and ca. 34% transmittance contrast was obtained when λ  =  450 nm. At a near-infrared wavelength
of 1000 nm, a transmittance of ca. 25% was observed (Fig. 5a). Table S1 shows a comparison of the EC
performance of the V2O5 nanofiber grassland with that of other dense films and nanostructures of vanadia. As displayed in the table, the V2O5 nanofiber grassland exhibited higher transmittance modulation
than many other vanadia nanostructures. Under an alternating potential between − 1 V and + 1 V, the
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Figure 4. Schematic of synthesis of V2O5 nanofiber grassland from amorphous 3DOM vanadia film.
(a) PS colloidal crystal template. (b) Electrodeposited amorphous 3DOM vanadia film. (c) Change in
morphology of amorphous 3DOM vanadia into nanorods with amorphous layers via annealing.
(d) Coalescence of adjacent nanorods into nanofibers via annealing.

Figure 5. EC performance of V2O5 nanofiber grassland. (a) Transmittance modulation of the colored
(+ 1 V) and bleached (− 1 V) states. (b) Switching curves for λ  =  450 nm under a potential impulse of ± 1 V.
(c) Coloration efficiency. (d) EC digital photographs of the colored (+ 1 V) and bleached (− 1 V) states.
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Figure 6. (a) CV curves of V2O5 nanofiber grassland at various scan rates. (b) Fitting plots between the
peak current i and the square root of the scan rate v1/2.

color-switching time, defined as 90% of the total transmittance change, was about 8.9 s for coloration
and 7.4 s for bleaching at 450 nm, as shown in Fig. 5b. These two switching speeds of the V2O5 nanofiber
grassland are much faster than those of many V2O5 nanofiber films. Takahashi et al. reported that a
30% transmittance modulation at 700 nm took 50 s for a V2O5 nanorod array when 3.0 V was applied,
and 300 s was required for a sol-gel V2O5 film7. Xiong et al. reported the color-switching time of a filtered V2O5 nanowire film to be ca. 12.5 s for coloration under − 1.5 V and ca. 10.4 s for bleaching under
+ 2.5 V15. Cheng et al. showed that the V2O5 nanowires grown on an ITO substrate exhibited ca. 13.9 s
and 10.8 s for coloration and bleaching, respectively21.
Another important criterion for EC materials is the coloration efficiency (CE), which is defined as
the change in optical density (OD) divided by the inserted charge per unit area (Q in), as expressed in
the following equations:

OD = log (Tbλ/ Tcλ )

(1)

CE = OD/ Q in

(2)

where Tbλ and Tcλ represent the transmittance of the bleached and colored samples, respectively.
Obviously, CE represents the ability of optical modulation during the coloration-bleaching process while
considering energy consumption. As shown in Fig. 5c, the nanofiber grassland showed larger CE values
in the spectral range of 400–500 nm, because the color changes occurred in this range. At a wavelength of
450 nm, a high CE value of 32 cm2 C−1 was obtained. In the NIR range, an average CE value of 8 cm2 C−1
was obtained.
A large-area EC film was prepared with large-scale colloidal crystals as a template (Fig. 5d). Lithium
intercalation into V2O5 under a cathodic potential of − 1 V caused a homogeneous transmission of ca.
50% across the entire visible range, resulting in a dark green coloration. Charge extraction under an
anodic potential of + 1 V caused strong absorption in the 400–500 nm spectral range, leading to a yellow
color.
To further evaluate the Li-ion diffusion coefficient in the V2O5 nanofibers, cyclic voltammetry (CV)
was performed on the free-standing V2O5 nanofiber grassland with different potential scanning rates in
the potential range of ± 1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). As shown in Fig. 6a, the film showed a typical electrochemical
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Figure 7. (a) Nyquist diagrams of the V2O5 nanofiber grassland acquired within the range of ± 1 V with
0.4 V potential intervals. (b) The equivalent circuit for the film under potentials from 1 V to − 0.2 V. (c) The
equivalent circuit for the film under potentials − 0.6 V to − 1 V.

CV curve of orthorhombic V2O5 materials6,11. The three cathodic peaks located at 0.38 (marked as C1),
0.19 (marked as C2), and –0.70 V (marked as C3) correspond to α /ε, ε/δ, and δ/γ phase transitions,
respectively, according to the literature. The three anodic peaks, marked as A1, A2, and A3, can be
attributed to the corresponding ε/α, δ/ε, and γ/δ phase transitions, respectively. The reduction peaks
shifted to lower potentials while the oxidation peaks moved to higher ones with an increase in the
scan rate. At low scan rates, all the active surface area can be utilized for redox reactions. However, at
high scan rates, diffusion limits the movement of Li+ ions because of the time constraint, and only the
outer active surface is utilized for redox reactions, thus leading to electrode polarization, which results
in the shifts of the redox peaks12,15. The appearance of redox peaks even at a high scan rate of 0.4 V
s−1 indicated that the redox reactions in the V2O5 nanofiber grassland were reversible. For a simple
solid-state diffusion-controlled process, the effective diffusion coefficient can be estimated from the
Randles-Servcik formula5,33:

i = 2.69 × 10 5 × A × n 2/ 3 × D1/ 2 × C 0 × v 1/ 2

(3)

where i, D, and v represent the peak current, effective diffusion coefficient, and potential scan rate,
respectively; A, n, and C0 represent the effective surface area of the electrode, number of electrons transferred in the unit reaction, and concentration of diffusion species (Li ions), respectively. To reasonably
characterize the Li+ diffusion coefficients during the Li-ion insertion and extraction processes, the redox
couple between the ε and δ phase transitions (A2 and C2) was chosen for calculation.
Figure 6b shows the correlations between the peak current i and the square root of the scan rate
v1/2 for the A2 and C2 peaks. The good linear relationship demonstrated that the oxidation/reduction
processes of V2O5 nanofibers were controlled by ion diffusion from the electrolyte to the electrode surface. As calculated using Equation (3), the Li+ ion chemical diffusion coefficients for the film were
1.8 ×  10−11 cm2 s−1 and 4.6 ×  10−10 cm2 s−1 for A2 and C2, respectively. The Li+ diffusion coefficients of
this V2O5 nanofiber grassland were relatively high compared with the corresponding values in the literature. Xiong et al. reported that the lithium diffusion coefficient was 5.3 ×  10−10 cm2 s−1 in a Ag0.35V2O5
hydrothermal nanowire stacked porous film and 7.5 ×  10−11 cm2 s−1 in a V2O5 hydrothermal nanowire
stacked porous film15. McGraw et al. reported that the maximum diffusion coefficient was 1.7 ×  10−12 cm2
s−1 in a V2O5 film prepared by pulsed laser deposition14. Julien et al. reported a value of ~10−12 cm2 s−1
for flash-evaporated V2O5 films34.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed in order to better understand the
charge transfer characteristics of the V2O5 nanofiber grassland during the EC process in a ± 1 V potential range (vs. Ag/AgCl). Figure 7a displays the Nyquist diagrams acquired for ± 1 V with 0.4 V potential
intervals. As shown in the figure, the Nyquist diagrams did not change significantly in the potential
range between 1 and − 0.2 V. At high frequency, a well-defined semi-circle was always observed with
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a similar shape and magnitude. This semi-circle can be ascribed to the charge transfer resistance (Rct).
The straight line with a phase angle of around 45 ° from the real axis corresponds to the Warburg
impedance (Zw). At low frequencies, the capacitive line was related to the finite diffusion process. The
corresponding simulated circle is shown in Fig. 7c. Re corresponded to the total resistance, which
combined the resistance of the electrolyte and the resistance between the V2O5 nanofibers and the ITO
substrate. Cdl represented the double-layer capacitance. When the polarized potentials were − 0.6 V
and − 1 V, the film exhibited another semi-circle between the frequencies represented by the Warburg
impedance and the frequencies represents by the charge transfer resistance. The corresponding simulated circle is shown in Fig. 7b. Rsl and Csl denoted the resistance to the migration of Li ions and the
capacity of the layer, respectively. The simulated Re and Rct values of the V2O5 nanofiber grassland
under different polarized potentials are listed in Table S2. As shown in the table, the nanofiber grassland exhibited a low Re of less than 8.4 Ω over the entire potential range, suggesting good electrical
contact between the nanofibers and the ITO substrate and good electrolyte penetration into the V2O5
nanofiber grassland, which can facilitate the redox reaction process, improving the switching response
speed. Because of the high electrical conductivity of V2O5 nanofibers, the architecture also exhibited
low charge transfer resistance (Rct). Under a potential of 1 V, the nanofiber grassland exhibited a low
Rct value of 59.1 Ω , which increased slightly to 68.7 Ω when δ-V2O5 was obtained under − 0.2 V. When
the potential was − 0.6 V where the phase transition from δ-V2O5 to γ-V2O5 occurred, the decreased
electrical conductivity in V2O5 led the Rct value increase to 98.8 Ω , and it finally increased to 136.1 Ω at
− 1 V. Compared with corresponding values from the literature, our film exhibited very low Rct values.
Under a potential of 0.2 V, the oriented V2O5 thin platelets stacked in a porous film exhibited an Rct of
ca. 85 Ω 35, while ca. 200 Ω Rct was found for a V2O5 xerogel film36. The Ti-doped vanadium oxide thin
compact film exhibited a minimum Rct of ca. 578 Ω at − 0.6 V37. The low charge-transfer-resistance values of the V2O5 nanofiber grassland could accelerate the double electron-ion injection process, further
improving the switching response speed.

Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated a novel strategy to prepare a V2O5 nanofiber grassland via a simple
annealing treatment of an amorphous 3DOM vanadia film. The coalescence of adjacent nanorods with
a similar crystallographic orientation, atom rearrangement, and Ostwald ripening were responsible
for the growth of nanofibers under thermal activation. The nanofiber grassland displayed promising
transmittance modulation (ca. 34% at 460 nm and ca. 25% at 1000 nm), fast switching responses (8.9 s
for coloration and 7.4 s for bleaching), and high color contrast (yellow and dark green) because of
the large number of electroactive sites, short Li-ion diffusion distance, high Li-ion chemical diffusion
coefficient, and low charge-transfer resistance. The V2O5 nanofiber grassland presented here could
find application not only in EC devices but also in Li-ion batteries, supercapacitors, sensors, catalysts,
and other devices. In addition, this synthesis method has demonstrated that it is possible to prepare
nanofibers by a facile solid-state approach, which could be extended to other metal oxides with a
layered structure.

Methods

Monodispersed polystyrene (PS) latex spheres (diameters of 250 nm) were obtained using emulsifier-free
emulsion polymerization technology38. PS colloidal crystal templates were grown using a controlled vertical drying method38. ITO (~9 Ω /cm2) was cleaned ultrasonically in acetone, methanol, and then distilled water for 20 min each. The cleaned ITO substrates were placed in cylindrical vessels. A PS sphere
suspension diluted to 0.5 wt% was added to the glass vessels and then evaporated in an incubator at a
stable temperature of 60 °C. An SEM image and digital photograph of a PS colloidal crystal template are
shown in Fig. S7.
The anodic deposition of vanadia into polystyrene colloidal crystal templates was performed at a
constant voltage of 2 V versus Ag/AgCl from a 1:1 mixture (volume ratio) of distilled water and ethanol
containing 0.25 M VOSO4·5H2O with a Pt foil as the counter electrode. The deposition time was about
40 s. Ethanol was used to reduce the surface tension between the electrolyte and the polystyrene surface.
The pH of the electrolyte was adjusted to 2.7 using NaOH.
After deposition, samples were immersed in a 1:1 mixture (volume ratio) of DMF and toluene to
remove the PS templates. Finally, the 3DOM samples were annealed at 450 °C for 4 h at a rate of 1 °C
min−1 in air to obtain the V2O5 nanofiber grassland. To analyze the morphology transformation mechanism, 3DOM films annealed at different times (0.5 h, 2 h, and 5 h) were also prepared.
XRD was performed to investigate the crystalline structure using an X’Pert PRO X-ray diffractometer
with Cu Kα radiation. SEM images were collected with a FEI Helios Nanolab 600i at an acceleration
voltage of 20 kV. TEM images, HRTEM images, and SAED patterns were recorded using an FEI Tecnai
G2F30. The electrochemical and EC properties were measured with a three-electron system (CHI 660C
electrochemical workstation) with a 1 M solution of LiClO4 in propylene carbonate (PC) as the electrolyte.
A platinum plate acted as the counter electrode, an Ag/AgCl electrode acted as the reference electrode,
and an ITO substrate coated with V2O5 acted as the working electrode. In situ visible and near-infrared
EC measurements were performed using an optic spectrometer (MAYA 2000-Pro, Ocean Optics).
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